
Highland Hospital Neighborhood Steering Committee Meeting 
Nov. 19, 2014 
  
Attendees: Judy Lee Hay, Mike Thompson, Kerry Regan, Becca Webb, Barb 
Ficarra, Colleen McCarthy, Mary Ockenden, Mike Zanghi 
  
Agenda:  

• Overview Highland’s zoning variance application’s content 
• Review updated building design views 
• Tour OR area 
• Plan for next presentation to Sector 6 

 
Mike Zanghi provided an overview of the zoning variance application. Much of 
the content had been reviewed previously by the steering committee, and 
includes:  

• Completed Site Plan Review Application Form 
• Project Description 
• Site Plans and Elevations 
• Architectural Renderings 
• Full Environmental Assessment Form 
• Photos of the Site 

  
 
Project dimensions were discussed. Mike Zanghi shared that the penthouse 
height will be 18 feet.  
 
Question: What is the difference in height between the addition and existing 
south wing? 
Later in the meeting the group reviewed updated design drawings provided 
perspective on how addition fits with the existing building. 
 
Question: Will the variance approval allow other, future developments to 
proceed? 
Mary confirmed that the variance approval is only for this addition – future 
projects would be addressed through PD zoning.  
 
Question: If Highland adds more floors in the future, will the mechanics in the 
penthouse need to move?  
We have planned for the possibility of addition floors in the future; if the addition 
goes higher, the penthouse would extend outward and floors would go above it.  
 
Question: Will Highland add staff as a result of this addition?  
We don’t anticipate a large increase in staff – we may add, for example, a unit 
secretary for the new Observation Unit, and extra environmental services staff to 
maintain the new spaces.  
 



Question: Will trees along the property line of Bellevue need to come down for 
this construction?  
We plan to retain the trees along the property line and improve on the screening 
that they provide by adding more landscaping.  
 
Question: Has there been a decision on whether the Fire Department will need a 
paved access point along Mount Vernon?  
As of the meeting date, we do not know but will share that when we have news.  
 
Question: You’ve talked about landscaping for this addition project –can it be 
holistic, so the landscaping plan incorporates the entire campus?  
Yes, that is a great suggestion. We are looking to engage a landscape architect 
that can provide a plan that enhances the campus integration with the 
neighborhood and Highland Park – we would like to find an expert on trees and 
planting history of Highland Park so that we can incorporate those ideas into the 
plan.  
Mike Thompson commented that a great deal of planning went into Strong 
Memorial Hospital’s Campus; Mary added that Highland will take the same 
approach. Judy added that the landscaping planning would be welcome news for 
the neighborhood; Olmsted parks are a treasure and neighbors and Highland 
Hospital can partner to complement the park for the neighborhood.  
Mary said here takeaway from meeting with neighbors so far is that besides 
selling 27 Bellevue Drive, landscaping is key.  
 
Question: What is the status of 27 Bellevue Drive? 
We had a purchase offer. It was very low. We countered but couldn’t reach an 
agreement.  
 
Updated designs review 
Mike Zanghi and Mary presented updated design views to the group, which 
incorporate feedback from previous meetings.  
The new designs provide more detail on the penthouse walls and a more 
defined, improved appearance for the area facing Bellevue. Mike showed photos 
of completed buildings that use the metal sheeting Highland plans for the 
penthouse. The group agreed that the updated designs show an improved 
appearance. Group members were interested in the color of the panels that will 
be chosen for the penthouse.  
 
The concrete walkway between South wing and new addition will be 8 feet wide.  
Lighting has yet to be designed but will follow the prescribed lighting required by 
code and for security purposes. 
 
Op-ed article 
The group followed up discussion about writing an open article about the team’s 
progress, given that recent media coverage skewed negative. Kerry suggested 
waiting until the group reaches a concrete milestone such as the sale of 27 



Bellevue. Mary suggested an additional milestone to pursue: unveiling of 
landscaping plans created by the landscaping committee made up of neighbors 
and Highland representatives. The group agreed to postpone creation of the 
open article until the project is further under way. 
 
Reminder of key upcoming meetings on the project: 

• Nov. 20 environment review committee meeting 
• Dec. 8 Sector 6 meeting update  
• Dec. 11 zoning board meeting, 9:30 am 

 
OR Tour 
The group toured the Operating Room area of Highland Hospital on Level 1 led 
by Highland Chief of Surgery Joseph Johnson, MD and Director of Perioperative 
Services Alan Curle, MD, members viewed older ORs and newer ORs to see the 
difference in their size and see how much room is required for modern OR 
equipment (daVinci surgical robots, neurosurgery microscopes and orthopaedic 
tables). Mary suggested Highland host an open house in the future to allow other 
interested neighbors to tour Highland’s perioperative space and learn more about 
the upcoming project.  
 
 
Action items: 

• Barb, Mike Z and Mary will compile slides to share at the Sector 6 meeting 
on Dec. 8.  

• Highland will let neighbors know the Fire Department decision on Mount 
Vernon.  

• Barb will arrange food and conference room for the Dec.17 meeting. 
  
Future meeting:  
Dec. 17. Starts at 5:30 pm in the Gleason Conference Room on Level 2 of  
Highland Hospital. 
  
  
  
  
  
  
 
 
 


